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Wed 5:16 pm by Andre Lamberti

Red Rock expects drilling results from Migori gold project in May

Red Rock Resources PLC (LON:RRR) updated investors on

the progress of its exploration activities at its Migori gold project

in southwest  Kenya, where to date, a total of 2,259 metres of

diamond coring and 1,367 metres of reverse circulation (RC)

drill holes have been completed.

Drilled diamond core and RC chips are currently being logged

and sampled and results for the first sample batches are

expected in early May.

There are currently four contractors engaged to complete a

combination of resource infill diamond and reverse circulation

drilling on resource prospects in the western licence , SPL122,

and exploratory, scout drilling on previously unexplored targets

in the eastern licence, SPL202.

A fifth contractor has recently mobilised to site and air core drilling is expected to commence over the coming week to obtain soil

samples for geochemical sampling in areas where bedrock exposure is limited.

The latest drilling cover the Gori Maria and Kakula/Kalange (KKM) prospects which currently have a combined indicated resource

estimate of 30.7 million tonnes containing 920,000 ounces of gold.  

When drilling on the KKM drilling prospects is completed, Red Rock will drill the MK and Nyanza prospects. Two scout holes have been

drilled into the Nyabisawa banded iron formation target totalling 250 metres.

Trenching has been underway at the VTEM conductor 2 target with 6 trenches being dug to examine the lithology and structure of the

region. A drill programme to test the source of the VTEM anomaly is currently being prepared.

Final processing of the VTEM and magnetic/radiometric data is expected to be completed later this week. Results are expected to allow

the Macalder VTEM target drilling programme to be finalised and for new potential targets to be delineated.

Results from stage 2 of the metallurgical test work on the Macalder tailings are expected at the end of April.

In Colombia, where the company has taken a 51 percent stake in Mineras Four Points SA, the process of re-organising management

and operations as we build up production continues. An update will be issued shortly.

Red Rock is a gold mining and exploration company with projects in Kenya, Costa Rica and Colombia, and interests in steel feed and

uranium.

Register here to be notified of future Red Rock Resources articles. 
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Red Rock Resources Plc is a mineral exploration company focused on the discovery and development of

gold, uranium and other minerals. The Company through its sale of assets to Jupiter Mines Ltd on the ASX, of

which it remains a significant shareholder, is also committed to the pursuit through Jupiter of an active 'steel

feed' strategy for consolidating large scale interests in iron ore, manganese, and prospectively coal.

Red Rock in pursuit of its goals follows varying strategies, operating through exploration for, and exploiting of, mineral deposits; through

the acquisition and disposal of interests in actual or potential mineral deposits or companies holding them in exchange for cash,

securities, or royalty and other deferred interests; through buy-in agreements and joint ventures with such companies; and through

public offerings of securities in subsidiary or associate companies. Red Rock Resources (AIM: RRR) listed on London’s  AIM market in

July 2005.

The principal operational focus of the Company in 2010 is its gold assets in Kenya and gold investment in Colombia.
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